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Background 

Ampthill Park is said to be haunted by the ghost of a knight in full armour on a white horse that appears 

on occasion coming from Katherine’s Cross which marks the place where Ampthill Castle once stood. 

One such sighting was by a policeman in 1965.  The policeman saw the knight appear from where 

Ampthill castle once stood and then ride off in the direction of the nearby brook disappearing into the 

night.  It is alleged that this knight has also been seen along Woburn Road.  The apparition was also 

seen by soldiers in the park from the nearby barracks descending down the hill.   

 

However it would appear that the ghost is fading with time and reports of the siting  indicate that he has 

over time gone from a full definitive figure to more of a misty grey shape which maybe indicates that 

this maybe more of a recording that is replayed over time (like the stone tapes theory) than a haunting 

which is interactive with people who witness this.          

 

  

Pre- Investigation 

The Purpose of this investigation was to visit part of the park last year where the team had previously 

encountered the spirit of a young girl. After sometime trying to find the right spot and setting up, a 

séance was conducted. An EMF detector and voice recorder were placed in the centre of the circle. 

 

Investigation  

22:00 Investigations begins with a séance.   After asking a few questions the lights on the EMF flashed 

when asking if it was a male present. The lights flashed again when asked to confirm this. 

 

22:07 EMF spikes and Andy F camcorder switches itself off which requires physically pushing in and 

turning a button.  The battery is checked and is in full working order.  The camcorder is restarted with 

no further problems. 

 

22:10 nothing else happened and after a short time the circle broke. Kerry M and Andy G continued a 

small séance and eventually but only briefly the little girl 'appeared' but left quickly when another 

member of the group entered the space. Other attempts were conducted to try and the get the little girl 

back but were unsuccessful. 
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